
KAHLIL GIBRAN’S THE PROPHET 
REREAD THROUGH ITS TWELVE ILLUSTRATIONS

FRANCESCO MEDICI*

Famous  Lebanese-American poet  Kahlil  Gibran was  also  a  very  talented
painter. Like many of his other books in Arabic and in English, The Prophet
includes some of his most charming and inspiring paintings and drawings.
This article, far from being an art essay in a technical sense, aims to point out
the connections between the Author’s literary and figurative poetics in the
light of his intercultural and interreligious vision through an accurate analysis
of each one of the twelve plates that illustrate his celebrated chef-d’œuvre. 

Introduction: An Artist of the Invisible 

Released in English in 1923 in New York for the publisher Knopf and trans-
lated into more than  a  hundred languages,  The  Prophet  by  Kahlil  Gibran
(Ǧubrān Ḫalīl Ǧubrān, 1883-1931) continues to earn resounding, unbridled in-
ternational  success  among  ordinary  readers,  despite  its  seemingly  simple
words, which in fact conceal complex mystical-religious meanings which only
few scholars have attempted to explore further. The original edition of the ac-
claimed long seller is also accompanied by twelve evocative illustrations (the
originals  are  all  on  display  at  the  Gibran  Museum in  Bcharré  or  Bsherri
[Bišarrī],  the author’s home town, situated near the “Sacred Valley” [Wādī
Qādīšā] which is about eighty kilometres north of Beirut) executed in char-
coal, tempera or watercolour by the Lebanese-American poet – who was also
an accomplished painter – with the purpose of highlighting or even to integrate
the book’s messages, as confirmed by Mikhail Naimy (Mīḫā’īl Yūsuf Nu‘aymah,
1889-1988), Gibran’s fellow countryman, colleague and confidante:

The drawings in the book are either interpretive of some thoughts, or repres-
ent new thoughts not expressed in words: but are all deeply symbolic and
very delicately executed, the delicacy in some cases being almost tantamount
to effeminacy. Though lacking in the touch of masculinity, those drawings,
without exception, bespeak the grandeur of the imagination that conceived
them and the wonderful sensitiveness of the hand that gave them form1.

* International Association for the Study of the Life and Work of Kahlil Gibran,
University of Maryland.

1 Mikhail Naimy, Kahlil Gibran: A Biography, with a preface by M.L. Wolf, Philo-
sophical Library, New York 1985, pp. 192-193.
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Gibran’s masterpiece therefore takes the shape of a perfect spiritual synthesis
of lucid prophetic writing and sublime figurative art aimed at imparting a
voice and form to that which is – by definition – unfathomable and invisible,
namely the interior dimension of human beings.

The following pages do not claim to explore with a stricto sensu critical-
artistic analysis of this iconographic legacy, but simply to attest how and to
what extent poetic word and image can be combined in the interests of clar-
ity and efficiency of what Gibran intended to express in his poème en prose,
leading the reader/observer to plains of experience that transcend the ordin-
ary:  «I  hope that  I  shall  always be able  to  paint  pictures  that  will  make
people see other pictures (mentally) out beyond the left or right edge. I want
every picture to be a beginning of another unseen picture»2.

In fact, he did not consider himself solely a painter or solely a writer, but
both those things together, with one unique vision, convinced that art was the
ultimate means of communication to spread his universal message: «I don’t
want to be just a painter of pictures, or a writer of poems. I want to be more»3.

Before starting on this excursus on the illustrations of The Prophet, it is
important to highlight two important premises: the first is that Gibran, whilst
considered an experimental and innovative poet in the context of 20th century
Arabic  literature,  as  a visual  artist  he  could undoubtedly be compared to
classical traditional art; the second is that the author considered all his draw-
ings and paintings as «what he saw when his eyes were dark»4 to which he
rarely assigned a precise title and often neglected leaving a signature or ini-
tial. The titles of the illustrations mentioned in this publication, merely con-
ventional, are those which have been officially established by the Gibran Na-
tional Committee (Beirut).

1. Face of Almustafa (The Prophet)

The slipcover and the facing-title page of the original American edition of The
Prophet bear a face drawn in charcoal (the technique also used in the last of
the twelve illustrations, to enhance black and white, rather the infinite and
eternal dimension of life and death) which portrays the eponymous character
of the work, whose name, Almustafa, is only mentioned once in the text, and
more precisely in the incipit of the prologue. In fact, it is not a real name, but
more a sort of honorary epithet, the same which in the history of Islam is tradi-
tionally attributed to the prophet Muḥammad, “al-Muṣṭafà”, and whose mean-
ing in Arabic can be translated as «The Chosen/Appointed». The subject’s fea-

2 Beloved Prophet.  The Love Letters of  Kahlil  Gibran and Mary Haskell  and her
Private Journal, edited and arranged by V. Hilu, Quartet Books, London 1976, p. 52.

3 Ibid., p. 86.
4 B. Young, This Man from Lebanon. A Study of Kahlil Gibran, Knopf, New York

1945, p. 8.
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tures are reminiscent however of those which for centuries in artistic terms
represent the face of Jesus (Yasū‘ or ‘Īsà, respectively in Christan and Quranic
Arabic). This is reflected in the author’s own words to his American confid-
ante and patron Mary Elizabeth Haskell (1873-1964) on 16 June 1923:

I told you, did I not, how I saw the face of the Prophet? I was reading one
night in bed late and I stopped, weary, and closed my eyes for a moment.
When I closed my eyes, I saw quite plainly That Face. I saw it for one or two
minutes, perfectly clearly – and then it disappeared. The Prophet was my at-
tempt to reproduce the Jesus face. – And how I have worked on The Prophet!
Sometimes I have been sitting at a dinner table in a company – and all of a
sudden this drawing would be before me and I would see just the shade, just
the line, to put here or there – and I would think, I wish to God I could go
back right now to the studio and put that in. And sometimes in the night I
would wake up, knowing a new thing to do – and I would rise and do it5.

Gibran’s Prophet therefore assumes the characteristics of what is known in
Sufism (Islamic mysticism) as al-Insān al-Kāmil, i.e. «the Perfect Man», the
incarnation of Christ and Muḥammad fused together in one person6, whose
appearance alone constitutes in itself a warning for those who examine it
closely,  for  example  as  is  stated  in  a  ḥadīṯ  quoted  in  the  Risālah
Qušayriyyah: «Beware of the insight of the faithful [person], for he sees with
the light of God – may He be great and exalted!»7.

Almustafa, after having lived «twelve years in the city of Orphalese» (ex-
actly the same period of time that Gibran had spent in New York at the mo-
ment that the book was published), «on the seventh day of Ielool» (or rather
7 September, the month that the book was launched as well as the month
preferred by the author as the symbol of rebirth and new beginnings), was fi-
nally preparing to set sail to return «back to the isle of his birth»8 (perhaps a
veiled allusion to Mount Lebanon or the East or the Middle East in general).
Waiting for the ship that would finally reacquaint him with his homeland (it

5 Beloved Prophet, cit., pp. 408-409.
6 Translated from the Introduction to: Kahlil Gibran, Il Profeta, nuova edizione cu-

rata e tradotta da F. Medici, con i manoscritti e le illustrazioni originali dell’Auto-
re,  Edizioni San Paolo,  Cinisello Balsamo 2005, pp.  XVI-XVII: «The Prophet
contains […] all the principle ideas from Islamic mysticism, from Sufism in par-
ticular: the Universal Self (derived from Jewish mysticism), the unity of life and
death, of the body and the soul, of time and place, of religion and humanity, the
concept of universal responsibility but most of all of the “Greater Self” for which
the individual has the job of developing their own self, namely those potentials
for good and goodness which are always present within».

7 Abu ’l-Qasim al-Qushayri, Al-Qushayri’s Epistle on Sufism: Al-Risala al-qushayriyya
fi ‘ilm al-tasawwuf, Translated by A.D. Knysh, Reviewed by Muhammad Eissa,
Garnet Publishing, Reading 2007, p. 242.

8 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, Knopf, New York 1923, p. 7.
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is  not  known whether  real  or  elected,  metaphorical  or  metaphysical),  he
stops to reply to some crucial questions on existence arising from the re-
quests posed in person by the inhabitants of that place which he is about to
abandon. The «people of Orphalese» must reluctantly wave him off precisely
in the moment they discovered they loved him. I have already commented
elsewhere on the meaning of this farewell scene, which reminds us of the
evangelical example of Jesus «when he came out, saw much people, and was
moved with compassion toward them, because they were as sheep not hav-
ing a shepherd: and he began to teach them many things» (Mk. 6,34):

The city of Orphalese is not simply New York, neither was it Gibran’s loved-
hated America – the country he had to move to, abandoning his homeland,
nor was it the West (etymologically, the name recalls Orpheus, the archetypal
figure of the poet in European culture). Orphalese which has the same root as
the word orphan, is the city of the orphans, it is the whole world and the cit-
izens of that city, are the entire human race. In the age of the spiritual orphan-
hood of man, The Prophet appears as an invitation on a voyage of the con-
science,  a trip beyond the walls of the city of the orphans,  built  with the
bricks of prejudice, blindness and unhappiness. Gibran warns that real life
extends beyond those walls, and that life is only  real when, from the earth
and from the immanent roots of human history, it is accomplished in fullness
in the universal and infinite love of God9.

However, in addition to these observations one could also add that the name of
the city of Orphalese appears to echo Jerusalem for its assonance (Yerušalayim in
Hebrew; Ūrušalīm pronounced by Arabs of Christian faith)10. Almustafa also
suffers at the thought of his departure: «Too many fragments of the spirit
have I scattered in these streets, and too many are the children of my longing

9 Kahlil Gibran, Il Profeta, cit., p. XVII.
10 It should also be noted, further to the assonance of the purely invented place name

Orphalese (transliterated in the Arabic translations as Ūrfalīs) with that of the city of
Urfa (Ūrfah in Arabic), or rather the ancient Edessa, in what is now Turkey, inhab-
ited until the beginning of the 20th century by a population which was one third
Christian, mostly Armenians, decimated by the genocide carried out by the Otto-
man government between 1915 and 1916, or consequently emigrated to the Syro-
Lebanese region (in fact today in the Middle East, the surname Ūrfalī [literally “in-
habitant of Urfa»] is quite common, sometimes transcribed in the West as Urfaly,
Urfali, Orfaly, Orfalea). Whilst the name Urfalim refers to the Levite community
hailing from Urfa and the neighbouring villages of the south eastern Anatolian re-
gion, who emigrated to Aleppo, Tiberiade and Jerusalem at the end of 1896 to es-
cape the Hamidian massacres (1876-1909), i.e. from a series of mass atrocities en-
dured once again by the Armenian people during the reign of Sultan Abdul Hamid
II. The city of Urfa is also well-known for being considered as the birthplace of the
prophet Abraham, common father of the three main monotheistic religions, known
as Abrahamic, which constitute the principal substrate of The Prophet.
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that walk naked among these hills, and I cannot withdraw from them without
a burden and an ache»11.

The reasons for his sadness are the same as those expressed by Jesus,
which shed light on the profound and complex relationship which has always
existed between a prophet and the land where he preached: «Jerusalem, Jeru-
salem, you who kill the prophets and stone those sent to you, how often I
have longed to gather your children together, as a hen gathers her chicks un-
der her wings, and you were not willing» (Mt. 23,37).

On  closer  inspection,  the  theologist  Edoardo  Scognamiglio  accurately
suggests that the charcoal sketch also appears to be an idealized self-portrait
of Gibran himself12, an  alter ego transfigured artistically and literarily into
the work. Naimy’s reflections on this subject are also very relevant:

The very name “Prophet” impresses with dignity and inspires reverence. A
word said by a man clothed in prophetic majesty carries much more weight
and magnitude than when said by a common man. Thus with that one word
“prophet” Gibran the artist raised to the dignity and height of prophecy what
Gibran the poet had to say, even before he said it13.

It  is also true that the cult  of the poet-prophet is also typically western –
think for example of European Symbolists, Post-Symbolists and Surrealists –
and finds  its  real  origin in  the  dramatic  moment  in  which,  in  the  era  of
techno-scientific progress and of the commercialization of the arts, the poetic
genre itself had its own inevitable and inexorable crisis. And it was in fact
exactly  from this  angle  that  Gian Piero Bona,  author  of one of  the  most
highly regarded Italian translations of The Prophet, reinterprets the sense of
the poem: «Gibran chose an interpreter, an illuminated spokesperson who in-
spired reverence, a prophet by the name of Almustafa. The poet, fearing not
being heard, became a prophet»14.

This charcoal drawing is undoubtedly Gibran’s most famous figurative
work, it is not by chance that the Gibran National Committee use it as their
official logo and that it is used on the cover of almost all the translations of
The Prophet in circulation throughout the world, as is equally famous this
detailed description by Naimy:

11 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., p. 8. Cf. Jhn. 13,1: «Before the festival of the Pas-
sover, Jesus knew that his hour had come to depart from this world and go to the
Father. Having loved his own who were in the world, he loved them to the end».

12 Translated from: E. Scognamiglio, Il cammino dell’uomo. L’itinerario spirituale
di Kahlil Gibran, Herder-Miscellanea Francescana, Roma 1999, p. 175. «It is the
spiritualised, luminous portrait of Gibran’s face, which expresses the mystical di-
mension of man’s journey and the eternity of life which shine through his ethereal
eyes and lips».

13 Mikhail Naimy, Kahlil Gibran: A Biography, cit., p. 186.
14 Translated from: Gibran Kahlil Gibran, Il profeta, prefazione di Carlo Bo, intro-

duzione e traduzione di G.P. Bona, Guanda, Parma 1968, p. 12.
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Almustafa’s face is, perhaps the loveliest and the most impressive ever drawn
by Gibran,  not excluding that  of  Jesus done a few years  later.  The large,
dreamy eyes seem to look away beyond the present moment and the immedi-
ate circumstance. Sorrowful and penetrating, they speak eloquently of a most
sympathetic heart and a soul suffused with loving understanding. The mouth,
though thick-lipped and passionate, is rich in sensitiveness, patience, forgive-
ness and delicacy of taste. It is the mouth of one who has tasted the pleasures
of the world and found them bitter, and would no longer soil his lips with a
drop from that fountain. The effect of that delicate veil of sadness drawn all
over the face is broken by the barely suggested circle of hair forming a halo
of light. Framed within that halo are eternities of painful struggle against all
the things that keep man chained to the earth and make of his life a tug of war
between good and evil, birth and death. Though the struggle be yet going on,
and the wounds it caused be yet bleeding, the issue is not in doubt15.

If the human subjects painted by Gibran in almost all his works have their eyes
closed – with the intention of representing the inner self, everything concen-
trating on the contemplation of the divine – Almustafa’s face constitutes in this
sense a rare exception, and the explanation could possibly be found in the re-
sponse  that  the  artist  gave  his  secretary  and  amanuensis  Barbara  Young
(pseudonym  of  Henrietta  Breckenridge  Boughton,  1878-1961)  who  once
asked him: «What is a mystic?». Gibran’s response was instant: «Nothing very
secret nor formidable – just someone who has drawn aside one more veil»16. A
consideration which recalls that already expressed years before in a conversa-
tion with Haskell, to whom the poet replied: «God is everything and every-
where. The most godlike thing in man is his wonder at life – at the wholeness
of life,  its oneness,  its  simplicity. In moments of deep love or of passion,
maybe men get this vision. To see the vision is but to open our eyes»17.

2. Prologue (The Triad-Being Descending Towards the Mother-Sea) 

The Gnostic tradition refers to two different paths to transcend duality. One is
the so-called “purgative way” (for example that used in the practices of  zen
and yoga), which is based essentially on the practice of meditation: the object-
ive is  to purify oneself  from mental  superstructures and the obscurities of
mundane life, to be completely empty, to become nothing, “non-self”, until the
ego disappears, which becomes a mere witness, a kind of clear mirror of the
phenomenal reality which does not recognize judgement nor attachment. Then
there is the “unitive way”, the way of the heart through love, which is that of
the ṣūfī, which rather than proceeding “by elimination” in one’s ascetic jour-
ney, instead tends to fill up until it overflows. And it is in this way that one
reaches a reductio ad unum in which lover, loved and love fuse together and

15 Mikhail Naimy, Kahlil Gibran: A Biography, cit., pp. 191-192.
16 B. Young, This Man from Lebanon. A Study of Kahlil Gibran, cit., p. 95.
17 Beloved Prophet, cit., p. 396.
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become everything. To paraphrase the 11th-12th century Persian mystic poet
Ḥakīm Sanā’ī in his poem  Ḥadīqat al-ḥaqīqah (The Garden of Truth), if a
pure man unites two in one, the lover unites three in one.

The watercolour which accompanies The Prophet’s prologue depicts the
union of three entities which assume the shape of numerous fully naked bod-
ies. The nudity of the subjects is after all one of the principal characteristics
of the entire production of Gibran’s artwork, «because Life is naked. A nude
body is the truest and the noblest symbol of life»18 (clothes symbolize mere
appearance and pain; on the other hand, a nude reflects the beauty of the
Created). God touched by love is represented again based on the ṣūfī heritage
of wisdom, from the «greater sea»19. This is how the painting was described
by Wahib Kayrouz (1941-2013), late curator of the Gibran Museum:

This triad-theme, which engrosses Gibran’s mind and urges him to find an is-
sue capable of reabsorbing all the contradictions of the multiple and of illus-
trating the transcendental and unifying evolution, sums up the hierarchy of
the soul’s macrocosm [...]. This triad, in the limited human being [...] symbol-
ize[s] the three horizons of the cosmic self and meditate[s] on the unifying
principle – which, in the end, will be love [...]20.

In this unio mystica the self disappears and God remains: to find God, the ul-
timate goal of human existence, one needs to die to oneself, to reach fanā’
(the condition in which the ṣūfī elevate into a mystical union with Allāh), to
achieve ecstasy, total annihilation and become a «boundless drop to a bound-
less ocean»21. Here we see the three shapes united pointing their index fin-
gers towards the centre of a system of concentric circles (Universal Mother)
to realise the reunion and the communion with the divine.

3. Love

It is the theme of love that is dealt with in the first of the twenty-six sermons
(or «counsels» as Gibran preferred to define them22) which, together with the
prologue and the epilogue, constitute the structure of The Prophet. The ser-
mon reads:

For even as love crowns you so shall he crucify you. Even as he is for your
growth so is he for your pruning. 

18 Mikhail Naimy, Kahlil Gibran: A Biography, cit., p. 59.
19 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., p. 104.
20 Wahib Kayrouz,  Gibran in His Museum,  translated by Alfred Murr,  Bacharia,

Jounieh 1995, p. 134.
21 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., p. 10.
22 Beloved Prophet, cit., p. 303. Counsels (which also refers to the «evangelical coun-

sels») together with The Commonwealth was the provisional title of The Prophet.
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Even as he ascends to your height and caresses your tenderest branches that
quiver in the sun, 
So shall he descend to your roots and shake them in their clinging to the
earth. [...]
And think not you can direct  the course of love,  for  love, if  it  finds you
worthy, directs your course23.

Love is the most sacred bond between individuals yet it is often misrepresen-
ted or even feared. Subjecting another to your needs, reducing them to the
mere object of your sentiments and desires, is tantamount to suffocating that
person and, ultimately, love itself. For Gibran, love cannot exist without free-
dom. To the extraordinary revelation in the New Testament «Whoever does
not love does not know God, for God is love» (1 Jhn. 4,8) the poet seems to
respond rather that “love is God” i.e. that God is nothing but the quality of one
who is able to love. Love crucifies the past and crowns the future (the renewal
of the soul), for it is an internal revolution which finishes out of necessity, up-
setting our wretched self, freeing it from the mental, ideological, rational and
psychological superstructures. Every form of attachment is imprisonment, and
yet man wants to establish roots in order not to be displaced, because he is
afraid of novelty. But fear hinders freedom and you cannot cling on and at the
same time be free: freedom is a risk, love is a risk, faith itself is a risk. To
really love, one has to take a risk and not hold on to anything, not even to the
person one loves, because this will destroy love. Love wants to give wings to
the spirit so it can soar up above and not a calculating mind that ties it to the
earth. Almustafa warns: «And think not you can direct the course of love, for
love, if it finds you worthy, directs your course»24. In other words, one must
not try to possess love but rather let love take possession of us.

In the watercolour which accompanies the sermon, man and woman (but
they could also be two men, it would not make any difference as Gibran
speaks of universal love) exchange a sweet embrace, yet they are not physic-
ally bound to each other. Their arms remain free symbolizing a love which is
not prison nor possession for who loves, because, explains Almustafa with
words which recall some of the most well-known passages from the First
Letter of Saint Paul to the Corinthians, «Love gives naught but itself and
takes naught but from itself. Love possesses not nor would it be possessed;
For love is sufficient unto love»25.

As we usually see in Gibran’s pictorial art, the human subjects appear pre-
cisely delineated, whilst the background is faded, almost indistinct. According
to Joseph Habib Helou’s interpretation, Gibran in fact tended to concentrate on
the central message, leaving out the background. The dominant tones of blue
and white evoke Paradise, but they are also the colours of virginity and purity

23 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., pp. 15-17.
24 Ibid., p. 17.
25 Ibid.
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which he saw during his childhood painted on statues of the Madonna in Le-
banon,  having grown up in a Christian-Maronite family. The nude figures,
even though devoid of any eroticism, in this as in many of his other pictures,
yes attract the attention of the spectator, but do not mislead him. As far as the
female subjects in particular are concerned, whose faces often replicate that of
his beloved mother Kāmilah, far from embodying an object of male desire, are
more a clear symbol of an Eden to which human beings wish to return26.

4. Marriage

After having dealt with love, Almustafa is interrogated on the significance of
the bond of marriage. Gibran however speaks of another type of marriage,
different to the one commonly practised throughout the world, which in his
opinion is nothing more than a device of society to override love and free-
dom, and sacrifice both in the name of emotional, economic and social se-
curity. This comment on the sermon by the Waldensian pastor Stefano Gian-
natempo is particularly valid:

The Prophet is very careful to recommend not confusing one’s own identity
and autonomy with that of the person they love. He does not make the pleas-
antries of a wedding guest, he does not write a maudlin greeting card […] he
cautions [the newlyweds] on the importance of space and distance […] be-
cause the unforeseen situations in life can put love to the test: exclusively
placing all your trust in the person you love, one is more fragile; whilst fa-
cing every step of life together, whilst also standing alone, we are stronger27.

«You  were  born  together,  and  together  you  shall  be  for  evermore»28

Almustafa begins, alluding to the love which spiritually renews and renders
us  immortal  (there  is  an  etymology that  is  perhaps  questionable  but  un-
doubtedly poetic which means the term «love» derived from the Latin a-mors,
i.e. «without death»), then immediately warns the listening crowd:

But let there be spaces in your togetherness,
And let the winds of the heavens dance between you.
Love one another, but make not a bond of love:
Let it rather be a moving sea between the shores of your souls.
Fill each other’s cup but drink not from one cup.
Give one another of your bread but eat not from the same loaf.
Sing and dance together and be joyous, but let each one of you be alone,
Even as the strings of a lute are alone though they quiver with the same mu-
sic.

26 Cf. Joseph Habib Helou, Kahlil Gibran. A Nonparaeil Artist, J.D. Raïdy Printing
Press, Beirut 2002, pp. 151-170. 

27 Translated from: S. Giannatempo, Parlaci della vita: Il Profeta di Khalil Gibran e
la Bibbia, Claudiana, Torino 2017, p. 19.

28 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., p. 19.
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Give your hearts, but not into each other’s keeping,
For only the hand of Life can contain your hearts.
And stand together yet not too near together:
For the pillars of the temple stand apart,
And the oak tree and the cypress grow not in each other’s shadow29.

And it was the same Gibran who on a couple of occasions further clarified
his opinion on this subject.

What do I mean by that? I mean, let them not try to live the same life! They
start doing just that and they end by hating one another and living apart, even
if under the same roof.

In marriage, the main thing is to give, give, give. And never to forget that hu-
man beings are eternally separate… The period before marriage is a wonderful
time in which to approach each other.  To talk many things over learn each
other’s attitude, and understand more of each other; when the greater nearness
of marriage comes, it is not all new or unforeseen. What breaks marriage, most
often is the too constant contact – morning, noon, afternoon, evening, night –
and again and again forever. The two need relief from each other30.

Excessive closeness can become oppression, abuse. Just like pillars need to
be placed at the right distance in order to support a roof, just like the strings
of an instrument need to resonate individually to be able to vibrate together
in unison, just like plants need to receive just the right amount of light not to
wither, in the same way humans must never overshadow the sky of their fel-
low humans if they do not want to deny them life. And it is in fact Life itself
(the Universal Mother) who is depicted in a central position in the tempera
which accompanies the sermon, whilst in the background the newlyweds can
be seen, who almost look to be squabbling tenderly. Also worthy of mention
are  the reflections on the painting provided respectively by Annie  Salem
Otto, an American scholar of Lebanese origin, and Scognamiglio:

The All-Mother extends her hand up from earth to separate the man from the
woman. They hold hands, exemplifying their union and their dependence on
each other, yet there remains enough space for separate growth and freedom.

The background depicts two dancing figures (a nude male and female, with
precise features), united by their outstretched arms, however demonstrating
an attitude of timid tenderness contrasting with the relief of a third figure,
placed horizontally in the foreground (a female nude representing Life) and
with one (disproportionate) hand which from afar seems to reach between the
united arms of the two other forms31.

29 Ibid., pp. 19-20.
30 Beloved Prophet, cit., pp. 339, 367.
31 A. Salem Otto, The Parables of Kahlil Gibran: An Interpretation of His Writings

and His Art, Citadel Press, New York 1963, p. 124; E. Scognamiglio, Il cammino
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5. Children (The Archer or the Creator, Bow and Arrows) 

It’s  not by chance that  it  is women, in quick succession,  who interrogate
Almustafa on interconnected themes such as love, marriage and hence chil-
dren (the natural cycle of life). Now it is a mother holding a child to her
breast who comes forward, whilst in the first two sermons it was the priest -
ess Almitra (al-Miṭrā) beseeching the Prophet’s replies:

The name Almitra […] may recall that of Mitra (later identified with the sun
God and Apollo), a benevolent Zoroastrian entity representing truth and hope
who was believed to preside over the relationships of trust between humans.
[…] Gibran reaffirms his conviction that women were closer than men to the
absolute, the divine, because they obeyed the law of love, the highest law of
life. It is not by chance that Almitra is a soothsayer because as a woman, she
is able to see God without mediation, through the eyes of the heart (just like
the ancient divinity Mitra, who was the symbol of light and truth, was omni-
scient, had a thousand ears and ten thousand eyes, held vigil in the darkness
and could not be deceived by lies). The figure of Almitra, whose name could
mean «friend» (Iranic mithra and Sanskrit mitr), is generally identified with
Gibran’s beloved Mary Haskell – the first to recognise his artistic talent and
who also helped him to write in English – and who represents once again
where the spirit dwells, mother earth32.

Almustafa finds in women his own audience and privileged interlocutors.
Their questions, seemingly only banal and trivial, are always authentic be-
cause they concern the real fundamental questions of existence. Men, on the
other hand, pose questions which are more abstract and speculative in char-
acter, merely created in the mind. The intention of the author was instead to
create a new philosophy capable of dealing with the important problems in
life starting with the so-called “simple things”.

«Your children are not your children»33. The incipit of the «advice» is dis-
ruptive, and it is not surprising that, in the so-called “protest years”, this was re-
peated like a  mantra, to such an extent that Gibran was in fact elevated to a
symbol of the hippie generation. It is also true that the preaching of all the great
spiritual masters began only after each of them had broken any relationship with
their respective communities or even with their own families: one need only
think of the biographical stories of Prince Siddhārtha Gautama the Buddha, who
abandoned not only his father’s sumptuous palace, but also a wife and a child; or
Jesus, often not so tender with his beloved mother; or Muḥammad the camel
herder who definitively broke his tribal bonds with the Hegira. 

«They are the sons and daughters of Life’s longing for itself» continues
Almustafa. «They come through you but not from you, and though they are

dell’uomo. L’itinerario spirituale di Kahlil Gibran, cit., p. 174.
32 Kahlil Gibran, Il Profeta, cit., pp. XIII, XVIII-XIX.
33 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., p. 21.
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with you yet they belong not to you»34. Children come from the first principle
of Existence, they belong to the universe whilst their parents, who often con-
sider them as their property and usually condition their choices and their path,
are but a simple means. And this is because «life goes not backward nor tarries
with yesterday»35. Parents are the past, children are the future: the only pos-
sible meeting point is the present. And it is at this point that Gibran returns to
one of the book’s most famous metaphors and also provides a figurative rep-
resentation in the watercolour which illustrates the sermon:

You are the bows from which your children as living arrows are sent forth.
The Archer sees the mark upon the path of the infinite, and He bends you
with His might that His arrows may go swift and far.
Let your bending in the Archer’s hand be for gladness;
For even as He loves the arrow that flies, so He loves also the bow that is
stable36.

Children are arrows fired by God (the Archer with a capital “A”) towards the
farthest target, or rather the unknown, the unknowable. The duty of (good)
parents is that of bending like bows before their children, so that they are
able to follow their path in complete freedom and autonomy as soon as pos-
sible. As is written in the Bible, the Archer loves both the parents as well as
the children, as they are both His sons:  «Sons are indeed a heritage from
the Lord, the fruit of the womb a reward. Like arrows in the hand of a war-
rior are the sons of one’s youth. Happy is the man who has his quiver full of
them»37.

But for his powerful metaphor Gibran might have also drawn inspiration
from some verses of the Maṯnawī by the great Persian mystic poet Ǧalāl al-Dīn
Rūmī (1207-1273): «It was not ye who shot, but God shot; and those arrows
were God’s, not yours»38, which in turn are modelled on the Quranic verse
«You did not throw arrows, but God threw them; so He may test believers, as
a handsome test from Himself. God is Alert, Wise» (VIII, 17). 

As far as the sermon’s illustration is concerned, it is Scognamiglio who
again supplies an analysis which is as concise as it is meaningful:

The nude archer, huge in dimension and bearing luminous features and form, is
the meeting point between human love and divine love; the bow, consisting of
the male-female couple (symbol of unified love), is only the instrument from
which the arrows shoot, or rather the microcosmic expression of the divine and

34 Ibid.
35 Ibid., p. 22.
36 Ibid.
37 Ps. 127, 3-5.
38 Masnavi i Maǹavi, the spiritual couplets of Maulána Jalálu-’d-Dín Muhammad i Rúmí,

Translated and abridged by E.H. Whinfield, Trübner & Co., London 1887, p. 78.
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life  (children).  The background of the watercolour contains  a  whirlwind of
clouds, almost a white smoke which high up seems to form an eye (God)39.

6. Giving (The Gift)

The sermon on Giving40 arose from a question posed by «a rich man», based
on the Christian concept of charity41 and of that of zakāh (term which derives
from the Arabic word radical zakā, «to be pure»), second of the five pillars
of Islam. The latter,  also called «alms tax» plays a double function for a
Muslim: social (help others in a material way) and spiritual (purify one’s
possessions). In fact it is written in the Quran (IX, 103) in the same way that
prayer (ṣalāh) purifies one’s being and fasting (ṣawm) purifies the body,
zakāh serves to remain conscious of what God gives us and what we in turn
must give. Almustafa’s words are therefore intended to give to those who
possess the need to give and to the needy the dignity to receive:

You give but little when you give of your possessions.
It is when you give of yourself that you truly give.
[…]
There are those who give little of the much which they have – and they give
it for recognition and their hidden desire makes their gifts unwholesome.
And there are those who have little and give it all.
These are the believers in life and the bounty of life, and their coffer is never
empty.
There are those who give with joy, and that joy is their reward.
And there are those who give with pain, and that pain is their baptism.
And there are those who give and know not pain in giving, nor do they seek
joy, nor give with mindfulness of virtue;
They give as in yonder valley the myrtle breathes its fragrance into space.
Through the hands of such as these God speaks, and from behind their eyes
He smiles upon the earth.
[…]
And is there aught you would withhold?
All you have shall some day be given;
Therefore give now, that the season of giving may be yours and not your in-
heritors’.

39 E. Scognamiglio, Il cammino dell’uomo. L’itinerario spirituale di Kahlil Gibran,
cit., p. 176.

40 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., pp. 23-26.
41 Cf. in particular 1 Cor. 13,3-7: «If I give away all my possessions, and if I hand

over my body so that I may boast, but do not have love, I gain nothing. Love is
patient; love is kind; love is not envious or boastful or arrogant  or rude. It does
not insist on its own way; it is not irritable or resentful; it  does not rejoice in
wrongdoing, but rejoices in the truth. It bears all things, believes all things, hopes
all things, endures all things». 
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You often say: «I would give, but only to the deserving».
The trees in your orchard say not so, nor the flocks in your pasture.
They give that they may live, for to withhold is to perish42.

Giving oneself signifies liberation from the desire of possession, understand-
ing the absurdity of one’s yearnings and ambitions. He who has faith in the
generosity of tomorrow, the bounty of God and life is truly religious. Death
will take away all our possessions therefore – continues Almustafa – it is
good to give whilst still alive. Those who accumulate riches for their heirs
commit a double error: firstly, because they lose the opportunity to experi-
ence happiness through giving; secondly because their heirs will in turn miss
the chance to earn through their own hard work. Nature teaches us that to
live well we must give, «for to withhold is to perish». Therefore, accepting
the gifts of others helps those who give not to die:

And what desert greater shall there be, than that which lies in the courage and
the confidence, nay the charity of receiving?
[…]
For in truth it is life that gives unto life – while you, who deem yourself a
giver, are but a witness.
And you receivers – and you are all receivers – assume no weight of gratit-
ude, lest you lay a yoke upon yourself and upon him who gives43.

It is a universal shared experience: receiving is even more difficult than giv-
ing. And this is why «courage», «confidence» and «charity» belong more to
the recipient than to the giver. And yet the Prophet concludes that giver and
recipient are only witnesses to life. And so the meaning of the entire sermon
and its accompanying watercolour seem to summarise thus: give and forget,
receive and forget, because the only gratitude is up to life. 

Here is a brief description of the illustration by Annie Salem Otto:  «The
feminine body is portrayed in its primordial innocence. It is the gift of self
given fearlessly, asking no return. It is love of the highest form, and in its
giving bestows joy on both the giver and the receiver»44.

7. Crime and Punishment (The Three Stages of Being)

The sermon on Crime and Punishment45 revolves around the concept that the
ṣūfī identify as «collective responsibility». It is Gibran himself who supplies
the explanation during a conversation with Mary Haskell on 20 April 1920:

I’m working, you know, on the ‘Counsel’ Crime and Punishment. I never can
divorce myself from the criminal. When I read of a forgery, I feel that I am

42 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., pp. 23-25
43 Ibid., pp. 25-26.
44 A. Salem Otto, The Parables of Kahlil Gibran, cit., p. 128.
45 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., pp. 45-50.
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the forger, and of a murder that I, too, have committed murder. If one of us
does a thing, we all do it. What collective humanity does is done by each of
us. What is in one of us is in all of us. What is in the poet is in everyone46.

In response to the judge who quizzes him on the topic, Almustafa begins by
saying: «It is when your spirit goes wandering upon the wind, that you, alone
and unguarded, commit a wrong unto others and therefore unto yourself»47.
Human beings commit a crime every time they distance themselves from
their  «god-self» (that which Gibran refers to as the «larger self» or even
«greater self», according to the ṣūfī, i.e. God in man), to degrade himself, re-
duce himself to his «pigmy self» («smaller self»).

The watercolour which illustrates the sermon masterfully refers to one of
its crucial steps:

But your god-self dwells not alone in your being.
Much in you is still man, and much in you is not yet man,
But a shapeless pigmy that walks asleep in the mist searching for its own
awakening.
And of the man in you would I now speak.
For it is he and not your god-self nor the pigmy in the mist that knows crime
and the punishment of crime48.

It is man who debates between his «pigmy self» and his «god-self», to know
his crime and his punishment. Human nature is represented with head bowed
and eyes in the dark: the «greater self» is very near yet man, in his spiritual
blindness, cannot see it – as is written in the Quran: «Indeed, it is not the
eyes that are blind, but it is the hearts in the chests that grow blind» (XXII,
46). The «smaller self», burdened by worldly passions, lies instead on the
earth, to which it is inextricably bound, almost crushed by the other two figures.

Yet in the sermon it is human justice (represented by the «judges of the
city») that is firmly rejected, which according to Gibran is absolutely irreli-
gious. Who gives us the authority to judge our neighbour? We are not capable
of exploring the depth of our fellow humans, all that we can grasp and observe
are their actions, certainly not their souls nor their hearts, therefore any judge-
ment we might have is superficial and devoid of humanity. The act of judging
is nothing but our desire to condemn or praise. We condemn that which we
ourselves want to do, but wouldn’t dare to do for fear of the consequences.
This is not justice at all but mere revenge in the name of justice. And we praise
that which we aspire to become, but without having the courage, the determin-
ation or the talent to do so. If we peer inside, our judgements say more about
ourselves than those we judge.  For Gibran,  wisdom lies in the absence of
judgement, in being once again, mere witnesses of existence.

46 Beloved Prophet, cit., p. 331.
47 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., p. 45.
48 Ibid., p. 46.
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Only the «god-self», the only one of the three figures in the watercolour
to be depicted with open eyes, is capable of seeing «in the fullness of light»,
like a Buddha, an “awakened”. To judge and condemn our own kind, com-
pared in the sermon to animals stuck in the dark, is instead the «pigmy self»,
symbol of the lowest form of human nature, who is spiritually ‘asleep’.

8. Pain

Once again it is a woman who invites the Prophet to speak about the deeper
meaning of pain49. This confirms – as shown in the previous pages – the priv-
ileged dialogue that Almustafa holds with females regarding the fundamental
questions of our existence in the world. We could also add that in the Bible,
the first time that the term pain is mentioned, it is associated with a woman: «I
will greatly increase your pangs in childbearing; in pain you shall bring forth
children» (Gen. 3,16). It is perhaps a risky approach since – it should be high-
lighted  –  Gibran’s  Prophet  belongs  to  all  religions  and none,  and  pain  is
without a doubt a condition which permeated human existence, regardless of
different cultures or traditions – as we read in the Bible text: «The days of our
life are seventy years, or perhaps eighty, if we are strong; even then their span
is only toil and trouble; they are soon gone, and we fly away» (Ps. 90,10).

But unlike a biblical prophet, Almustafa seems instead to speak of pain in
the same way a Buddhist might: pain is a necessary experience to understand
existence. In fact, it must be accepted, like joy, to then be transcended as it is
mostly  the  consequence  of  an  illusion,  attachment,  spiritual  unawareness:
«Much of your pain is self-chosen». And our «sick self» (another way to al-
lude to the «smaller self») which often needs pain (compared – not by chance
– with a «bitter potion», a «remedy» offered to us by that «physician» who is
then life itself in its divine wisdom) in order to be purified and healed.

The references to God as «Potter» and to «clay», in the conclusion of the
sermon, seem to recall the story of creation as told in the Bible (Gen. 2,7)
and in the Quran (LV, 14). But in the words of Gibran, clay is also the mater-
ial with which «the cup» of pain «has been fashioned» which man brings to
his lips, almost to affirm that pain is inseparable from our nature, our flesh
itself is soaked in it. «His own sacred tears» mentioned in the closing, on the
other hand invoke the passion of Christ50, as correctly observed by Naimy in his
comment on the watercolour which accompanies and completes the sermon:

It represents a woman crucified on the chests of two men whom she loves
equally and by whom she is equally loved. Neither can she divide her heart
between the two, nor would either of the two be content with less than her

49 Ibid., pp. 60-63.
50 Cf. also: «He will wipe every tear from their eyes. Death will be no more; mourn-

ing and crying and pain will be no more, for the first things have passed away»
(Rev. 21,4).
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whole heart. What greater pain can there be than the pain of love becoming a
cross to the lover? On the other hand, what joy can be greater than the joy of
Love leading to the cross, and from the pains of the cross to the bliss and
emancipation of Love triumphant?51

According to other scholars, among those already mentioned Helou asserts
that  the  picture  instead  represents  the  painful  experience  of  Kāmilah
Raḥmah, Gibran’s mother, who was forbidden to take her vows and become
a nun through the imposition of two forced marriages, one with a paternal
cousin and then, following the latter’s death, with another man. To this end
Gibran briefly recounts the woman’s sad story to Haskell:

There is an ancient convent near Bsherri, a heavenly place, and my mother
loved it. By the time she was eighteen or nineteen she had planned to go into
the convent. She had arranged to give a lot of money to it, and all was fixed.
Then her people said, ‘Of course this can’t be,’ and her first husband pro-
posed to her and many influences were brought to bear. She married and later
she married my father52.

9. Prayer

«Lord, teach us to pray» the disciples asked Jesus one day (Lk. 11,1). With
the same humble impetus – not so frequently found, indeed, in ministers of
worship  – an  unidentified  «priestess» (perhaps  a  “sister”  of  Almitra)  ad-
dresses the same request to Almustafa. The words of Gibran’s Prophet are
mixed together  with evangelical  phrases,  oriental  suggestions and images
from the world of nature53.

Prayer, as already mentioned, is one of the pillars of Islam. A Muslim is
obliged to perform it (in its canonic form) five times a day so that they never
forget  about  God,  like  a  sort  of  systematic  remembrance exercise  of  the
Magnificent  (ḏikr  Allāh).  Muḥammad reiterated  its  importance  numerous
times  admonishing  his  companions:  «Between  disbelief  and  faith  is
abandoning the ṣalāh» (Ǧāmi‘ al-Tirmiḏī, 5, 38, 2618). This relates both to
the individual dimension as well as the community, but the Sunna attributes
more relevance to the latter: «Praying in congregation is twenty-seven times
better  than praying alone» (Sunan al-Nasā’ī,  1,  10,  838).  In other words,
there cannot be verticality (dialogue with God) if there is not also horizontal-
ity, or rather the communion with other believers.

Prayer is therefore the deepest form of love and gratitude that can be at-
tributed  to  existence  as  a  whole.  In  this  way,  paraphrasing  Almustafa’s
words, Kayrouz comments on the watercolour which introduces the sermon:

51 Kahlil Gibran: A Biography, cit., p. 193.
52 Beloved Prophet, cit., p. 330.
53 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., pp. 76-78.
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[Prayer] is not the expansion of oneself into the living ether alone [...], it is also
the union of the praying spirit, and of all the spirits who are in the same state,
with the spirits that are in the living ether. This pyramidal unifying triad symbol-
izes the act of praying. Three hands and three spirits in three horizons: nature, ac-
companied by the bodies of the praying women, the praying spirits, and the cloud
filled with spirits, all closing in upon each other. We discern their trepidations in
their inclination towards a given point. The external geometry comes from the
esoteric action that tends to conscience. Here, classical rationalism disappears. All
the broken lines collapse because the harmony of the inner motion is the true
light. The aquarelle has become elegant and its affectionate undulation cleverly
portrays tenderness... And the lines sing. In this harmony, we discover the fea-
tures of concentric circles. It is the circle of spirits revolving around a given point
which is the act of true prayer. This circle opens up on the circle of the cloud
which, in turn, converges upon the same center. And so, every movement of the
bodies from below all the way to the infinite blue, lean more and more and sur-
render to the gentle harmony of another body. And the more it leans inward, the
more it expands outward in a world of infinite brilliance and transparency54.

Praying does not mean making requests to God (prayer befits those who give
not those who request), nor venting one’s own pain (which would equate to
accusing God), nor humbling oneself (often those who humble themselves to
God do it only to decorate their ego), let alone «to beg for the good of oth-
ers»55 (as if those who pray are wiser and more generous than God). Praying
is simply submitting to Him, without desires or expectations, and crossing
the threshold of our «temple invisible», i.e. accessing the deepest dimension
of our interior consciousness, in the very mystery of God.

«I cannot teach you how to pray in words. God listens not to your words
save when He Himself utters them through your lips»56. If Jesus in the Gos-
pels hears the requests of the disciples teaching them the words of the Our
Father, Almustafa instead suggests to the inhabitants of Orphalese a silent
prayer, because only in silence can God speak through us:

[Gibran’s Prophet] is confined to indicating prayer in its widest sense, which
doesn’t only concern people in their various places of worship or in front of
their various sacred texts, but it is instead extended to nature. Prayer as a uni-
versal breath, like an exhalation which unites everything, every person, every
situation, every emotion57.

No modern version of the Our Father, therefore no recital of empty formu-
las. Almustafa seems rather to preach transcendental meditation so that «our
winged self» can merge with the “All” – the Brahman which the Upaniṣad
speak of, the sacred texts of Hinduism – and librate oneself in the infinite.

54 Wahib Kayrouz, Gibran in His Museum, cit., p. 90.
55 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., p. 77.
56 Ibid.
57 S. Giannatempo, Parlaci della vita: Il Profeta di Khalil Gibran e la Bibbia, cit.,  p. 101.
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This ascetic yearning is represented by the first standing figure to the left of
the illustration: «The hand rises above the head to depict the idea of longing
to sublime to a higher, more purified stage»58.

The first lines of the work offer the opportunity to catch the Prophet him-
self at prayer: «And he closed his eyes and prayed in the silences of his
soul»59. Almustafa’s glance, like that of Buddha seated in meditation, is all
directed to the internal sphere of one’s being because the phenomenal world
is maya, pure illusion. Then the use of the plural «silences», is not by chance
and neither a mere poetic artifice, but it is there to highlight that for a mystic
there are different and multiple levels of silence.

10. Death (Towards the Light Above)

The last sermon in The Prophet deals with death60 and once again, just as in
the opening of the text, it is Almitra who takes the floor and poses the ques-
tion to Almustafa, perfectly concluding the narrative cycle of the text. The
death that Gibran speaks of has nothing to do with the end of life, it is more
a rebirth in God, an ecstasy accompanied by songs and dances, a joyous pas-
sage towards resurrection. Also in the Gospel account there are two women,
visiting Jesus’ tomb, the first to learn that Christ had risen and to announce it
to the disciples (Mt. 28,1-10).

Gibran’s Prophet claims that to know the secret of death one must look
without fear at the bright heart of life, because «life and death are one»61. But
the fear of death blinds man, or rather, worse, it is the splendour of real Life
that blinds his eyes, which in the watercolour the subject tries to cover with
an arm. The same figure, depicted in the illustration with the customary in-
distinct  setting,  seems  suspended,  in  ascension,  above  three  others  lying
corpse-like on the ground. The depicted scene is obviously inspired by a spe-
cific passage in the text:

For what is it to die but to stand naked in the wind and to melt into the sun?
And what is it to cease breathing but to free the breath from its restless tides,
that it may rise and expand and seek God unencumbered?
Only when you drink from the river of silence shall you indeed sing.
And when you have reached the mountain top, then you shall begin to climb.
And when the earth shall claim your limbs, then shall you truly dance62.

The theme of the watercolour is therefore the liberation of the Self, dying
from ourselves to find God (a recurring theme in the work). An ancient pro-

58 Joseph Habib Helou, Kahlil Gibran. A Nonparaeil Artist, cit., p. 230.
59 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., p. 7.
60 Ibid., pp. 90-91.
61 Ibid., p. 90.
62 Ibid., p. 91.
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verb says: «You start searching for God only when you have found Him».
God is within us, just as inside us the mystery of death dwells, so the search
starts and finishes in the same place, the first step is also the last. Clinical
death, that of the flesh, is nothing more than the absence of breath, i.e. of the
only weak connection which links the body and the soul, each destined to re-
turn to their respective Source: Mother Earth – one, the Universal Spirit –
the other. Dying therefore is not a tragedy but an extraordinary opportunity, a
grand occasion because it finally reveals life to us in its absolute nudity. 

11. The Greater Self (Epilogue)

The meaning of the work’s epilogue, which concludes with Almustafa’s real
parting from the people of Orphalese is summarized in Mary Haskell’s diary
entry of the 30 August 1921, which offers the author fundamental support in
the linguistic review of the text: «[Gibran] has written the Farewell of  The
Prophet and read it to me. His same message, of the Greater Self, and the
Oneness of Life and the lovingness of the Greater Self»63.

The time has come for the Prophet to depart. The time which he decided to
dedicate to his audience has run out and his ship is now ready to sail. The vain
«cry» of those who wish to keep him in the city «rose into the dusk and was
carried out over the sea»64. Although Almustafa can no longer fulfil their wish,
the scene recalls a passage of the Gospels in which Jesus, resurrected, dusk
already fallen, whilst on the walk to Emmaus, welcomes the invitation from
two disciples, who initially do not recognize him, to stay and eat supper: «But
they urged him strongly, saying, “Stay with us, because it is almost evening
and the day is now nearly over”. So he went in to stay with them» (Lk. 24,29).

As observed by Annie Salem Otto, the watercolour which introduces the
epilogue recalls both the Crucifixion as well as what Gibran in these pages
refers to as «the vast man»65, who dwells within humans, i.e. their divine
component: «Man is pictured with arms stretched away from the body form-
ing a cross and reaching upward towards his larger self. He seeks his spir-
itual self, which is always near but ever free to roam the earth untouched by
the physical elements»66.

Almustafa  has  completed  his  mission,  which  transcends  the  «vague»
words which he pronounced: reawakening the «larger Self» who knew how
and wanted to listen, rousing the perception of God who dwells in every heart.
As a famous Gibran aphorism from Sand and Foam says: «Half of what I say
is meaningless; but I say it so that the other half may reach you»67.

63 Beloved Prophet, cit., p. 362.
64 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., p. 130.
65 Ibid., p. 95.
66 A. Salem Otto, The Parables of Kahlil Gibran, cit., p. 30.
67 Kahlil Gibran, Sand and Foam: A Book of Aphorisms, Knopf, New York 1926, p. 14.
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Here follows the comment by Giannatempo on Almustafa’s departure scene.

The Prophet must leave. It is the destiny of he who is sent, of the apostle, of
the servant. Sowing the Word into the soil, without leaving too many roots.
Sowers employed by the day, free to leave the field in the evening if the seed
brings fruit. Other pastures await: staying would mean throwing too many
seeds, altering the course of the soil and the seed and of the sprouting of the
fruit.  «I  planted,  Apollos  watered,  but  God  gave  the  growth»  (1  Cor
3,6). Even the departure is a true and blessed part of the ministry of he who
proclaims God:  He will provide the harvest […] Too banal, and dishonest,
looking at the proclamation solely from the point of view of he who pro-
claims it. There is also a listener, and by listening in the same he way also an-
nounces […]: the most beautiful reward for any minister of the Word. Even if
it isn’t immediately clear and understandable, and the words remain vague.
«I have said these things to you while I am still with you. But the Advocate,
the  Holy  Spirit,  whom the  Father  will  send  in  my  name,  will  teach  you
everything, and remind you of all that I have said to you» (Jhn. 14,25-26)68.

Yes, the Prophet will stay, even though his staying will not be in the flesh as
the inhabitants of Orphalese desire. His presence will remain in the form of
their «larger Self», immanent like God:

Blessed be this day and this place and your spirit that has spoken.
And he answered, Was it I who spoke? Was I not also a listener?
[…]
But sweeter still than laughter and greater than longing came to me.
It was the boundless in you,
The vast man in whom you are all but cells and sinews;
He in whose chant all your singing is but a soundless throbbing.
It is in the vast man that you are vast,
And in beholding him that I beheld you and loved you69.

12. Farewell (The Divine World or The Creative Hand)

The illustration which closes The Prophet – almost like a seal – is the most
arcane and mysterious of all those which decorate the work, to the point that
some have taken on Masonic or Esoteric elements. Once again Naimy and
Scognamiglio – respectively – are among the most authoritative commentat-
ors on the charcoal:

The “Creative Hand” represents an outstretched hand, sensitive,  powerful,
graceful, beautifully sculpted, and with an open eye in the middle of it that
seems to see all  things.  Around the eye is  a  cyclone-like whirl  of  wings.

68 S. Giannatempo, Parlaci della vita: Il Profeta di Khalil Gibran e la Bibbia,  cit.,
pp. 120-121.

69 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., pp. 92, 95.
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Around the whirling wings is a dark abyss heaving with chaotic shadows and
fringed with a chain of human bodies. That is the hand of God. It sees as it
touches, and imagines as it  sees. It imagines forms before it  creates them;
then touches chaos and out of it makes all forms to issue as by magic. In
drawing that hand Gibran’s memory may have carried him back to the Hand
of God by Auguste Rodin.

The charcoal,  in  circular  form,  depicts  the  divine world which  originates
from the same infinite, through a dynamic vision of the same God. In the
middle of the picture is a hand with a fully opened eye in the centre display-
ing an enigmatic gaze, surrounded by seven wings, the symbol of spiritual
perfection; in turn, the hand and the seven wings form the pupil of another
eye whose outlines and border are etched presenting an innumerable array of
bodies, representative of the souls, which, in an ascending spiral movement,
turn and climb to arrive at perfection or fullness70.

Similarly obscure and controversial are also some of the final words spoken
by Almustafa and which Almitra repeats to herself whilst the Prophet’s ship
is lost in the fog of the horizon: «A little while, a moment of rest upon the
wind, another woman shall bear me»71.

In the charcoal on the other hand, the chain of human bodies recalls the
wheel of saṃsāra, the perpetual cycle of becoming, the transmigration from
a condition of conscience-existence to the other of which the religions from
India speak of principally. In Hinduism in particular, the individual being is
condemned to numerous rebirths and deaths until the complete extinction of
their karmic debt and therefore the reaching of the mokṣa, or rather the liber-
ation from  saṃsāra.  In  the  illustration,  the  angelic  wings closest  to  God
could represent the liberated souls or those who achieved a superior spiritual
condition. It is also right to remember that reincarnation is a belief which
also belongs to Sufism as well as the doctrine of the Druze, who to date are
one of the most important religious groups in Lebanon.

However, not all scholars agree in attributing a reincarnationist vision of
existence to Almustafa, preferring instead to position his words in continuity
with the Judeo-Christian tradition. For example, Giannatempo writes the fol-
lowing regarding the final part of The Prophet:

It is not an ending but a pause illuminated by a promise. The story continues,
and as long as there is someone willing to listen, there will always be proph-
ets sent to talk about life. All the various religions have already affixed a seal
on their prophets: after them, no one will speak in the same way. […] How-
ever,  broadly speaking, this does not exclude other men and women from
bearing a prophecy in every age, an announcement, a new way to look at God

70 Kahlil  Gibran:  A  Biography,  cit.,  p.  192;  E.  Scognamiglio,  Il  cammino
dell’uomo. L’itinerario spirituale di Kahlil Gibran, cit., p. 175.

71 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., pp. 105, 107.
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and humanity.  Grace which abounds, with every passing time.  «The Lord
your God will  raise up for  you a prophet  like me from among your own
people; you shall heed such a prophet […]. I will put my words in the mouth
of the prophet, who shall speak to them everything that I command» (Deut.
18,15-18). That is why the story does not end here. Other women will give
birth to prophets and prophetesses for our time: it is not the reincarnation of
the Prophet,  it  is  the relentless  love of  the God who searches for  us and
speaks to us. We are already today prophets one for the other, when with our
life we render visible and credible God’s presence in the world72.

Conclusion: An Artist yet to be Discovered

Even though there has been an increase in both quantity and quality of the
critical bibliography registered in recent years, both in the West as well as in
Arab countries, the number of high profile scientific studies on Gibran and
his extensive literary and visual production is still very small. As far as The
Prophet is concerned in particular, the widespread success among the public,
mentioned in the introduction to these pages, has paradoxically resulted in
damaging the work, starting from the year of its first publication, arousing
the mistrust of academics and leading scholars.

In May 1918, when The Prophet was still in its developmental phase, the
author declared: «It isn’t bad to have some parts that are not soft or sweet.
This man [Almustafa] cares and he is telling the truth – and he need not al-
ways tell it in the gentlest way»73. And yet many critics, completely distort-
ing the sense and also devaluing its  literary merit,  branded the book «an
easy, exotic breviary filled with consolatory truths»74. A few years after the
death of his friend, Naimy felt the need to defend, with good reason, not only
his memory but most importantly his stature as writer and artist:

One will not do justice to a book like  The Prophet if one is to take it as a
book of instructions only. Its greater value  […] lies in the mould in which
those instructions are cast. Because he was a consummate artist, Gibran was
able to make his Almustafa sing sweet melodies and paint exquisite pictures
as he expounded his views of human life to the people of Orphalese. Those
songs and those pictures have something intoxicating in them. Never before
or after  had Gibran attained that  mastery of  sound and colour  […]. Such
books and such men are our surety that Humanity, despite the fearful dissipa-
tion of its incalculable energies and resources, is not yet bankrupt75.

72 S. Giannatempo, Parlaci della vita: Il Profeta di Khalil Gibran e la Bibbia, cit.,
pp. 121-122.

73 Beloved Prophet, cit., p. 306.
74 F. Medici, Gibran in Italy, in The Enduring Legacy of Kahlil Gibran, Papers de-

livered  at  the  Second  International  Conference  on  Kahlil  Gibran:  “Reading
Gibran in an Age of Globalization and Conflict”, May 3-6 2012, p. 188.
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As far  as Gibran the painter  is concerned,  even though his paintings and
drawings are displayed in some of the world’s most important and prestigi-
ous museums and galleries and the exhibitions of his pictures have reached
every continent, in the West, they remain almost unknown among his readers
(usually occasional  readers),  and at  the  same time ignored by art  critics,
probably because he is an outsider – by his own decision – to the great av-
ant-guard movements which characterized his era. But if Gibran eludes the
registered  historical-cultural  categories,  then  it  is  more  honest,  as
Scognamiglio does, examining his figurative production with a magnifying
glass which transcends form and style:

Beyond any artistic judgement, Gibran’s art is an epiphany of mankind’s es-
sential truths, told through figurative parables which receive movement from
geometric forms and distinctive colours. He has provided an intuitive form of
art, which attempts, with ease, to continuously affirm the transcendence of
man and the unity in God of masculinity and femininity, speaking clearly of a
God who is as much father as mother, of a throne of God symbolized by the
throne of woman, abdicated in favour of the Spirit of love, to advocate the
unification  of  man  within  the  (paternal-maternal)  Spirit  of  the  universe.
Through the veneration of the female, Gibran discovers the greater self and
the meaning of life, which starting from the earth and the immanent roots of
the history of space and time, is completely fulfilled in universal and infinite
love which is God itself76.

On 2 October 1923, Mary Haskell, after having unwrapped the copy of the first
edition of The Prophet which the author mailed to her from New York, wrote on
the spot from Clarkesville (Georgia) a touching letter to Gibran. Like Almitra
with Almustafa, also Mary with Kahlil «it was she who had first sought and be-
lieved in him»77 since their first encounter which took place during an exhibition
of the young artist held in Boston in May 1904. Reading them after almost a
century, Haskell’s words sound in turn prophetic and remind us, beyond their
testimonial value, that God still speaks with us in this life: 

The  Prophet  came  today,  and  it  did  more  than  realize  my  hopes.  For  it
seemed in its compacted form to open further new doors of desire and ima-
gination in me, and to create about itself the universe in nimbus, so that I read
it as at the centre of all things. The format is excellent, and lets the ideas and
the verse flow quite unhampered. The pictures make my heart jump when I
see them. They are beautifully done. I like the book altogether in style. 
And the text is more beautiful, nearer, more revealing, more marvellous in
conveying Reality and in sweetening consciousness – than ever. The English,

75 Mikhail Naimy, Gibran at His Peak, in S. Bushrui and P. Gotch (eds.), Gibran of
Lebanon: New Papers, Librairie du Liban, Beirut 1975, p. 9.

76 E. Scognamiglio, Il cammino dell’uomo. L’itinerario spirituale di Kahlil Gibran,
cit., p. 176.

77 Kahlil Gibran, The Prophet, cit., p. 13.
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the style, the wording, the music – is exquisite, Kahlil – just sheerly beauti -
ful. Bless you, bless you, bless you, for saying it all, and for being such a
worker that you bring that inner life into form and expression – for having the
energy and the patience of fire and air and water and rock. 
This book will be held as one of the treasures of English literature. And in our
darkness we will open it to find ourselves again and the heaven and earth
within ourselves. Generations will not exhaust it, but instead, generation after
generation will find in the book what they would fain be – and it will be bet-
ter loved as men grow riper and riper. 
It is the most loving book ever written. And it is because you are the greatest
lover, who ever wrote. But you know, Kahlil, that the same thing happens fi-
nally, whether a tree is burned up in flame, or falls silently in the woods. That
flame of life in you is met by the multiplied lesser warmth of the many many
who care for you. And you are starting a conflagration! More will love you as
years go by, long long after your body is dust. They will find you in your
work. For you are in it as visibly as God is.
Goodbye, and God bless you most dearly, beloved Kahlil, and sing through
your mouth more and more of his songs and yours78.

Appendix

1. Face of Almustafa 2.The Triad-Being Descending
Towards the Mother-Sea

3. Love

78 Beloved Prophet, cit., pp. 412-413.
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4. Marriage 5. Children 6. The Gift

7. Crime and Punishment 8. Pain 9. Prayer

10. Death 11. The Greater Self 12. The Divine World
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